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Abstract

Corpora are one of the most valuable resources at present for building machine

learning systems. However, building new corpora is an expensive task, which makes

the automatic extension of corpora a highly attractive task to develop. Hence, finding

new strategies that reduce the cost and effort involved in this task, while at the

same time guaranteeing quality, remains an open and important challenge for the

research community. In this paper, we present a set of ensembling strategies oriented

toward entity and relation extraction tasks. The main goal is to combine several

automatically annotated versions of corpora to produce a single version with improved

quality. An ensembler is built by exploring a configuration space in search of the

combination that maximizes the fitness of the ensembled collection according to a

reference collection. The eHealth-KD 2019 challenge was chosen for the case study.

The submitted systems’ outputs were ensembled, resulting in the construction of
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an automatically annotated collection of 8 000 sentences. We show that using this

collection as additional training input for a baseline algorithm has a positive impact

on its performance. Additionally, the ensembling pipeline was used as a participant

system in the 2020 edition of the challenge. The ensembled run achieved a slightly

better performance than the individual runs.
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1. Introduction1

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in applying machine learning2

and Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to solve several types of complex3

tasks. Named entity recognition (NER), relation extraction, machine translation,4

and sentiment analysis are just a few well-known examples of these tasks [1, 2, 3, 4].5

These and other NLP tasks have a considerable impact on society nowadays and6

machine learning techniques have been able to achieve good performance [5, 6].7

Although systems based on handcrafted rules might be able to perform fairly well in8

some of these tasks [7], the use of machine learning models eliminates the need for9

expert knowledge when designing new rules, and this reduces the cost of solving new10

problems.11

One of the major issues involved in applying machine learning technologies is12

that they require large collections of corpora for building learning models. In some13

cases, the corpora are a natural component of the problem and therefore can be14

easily obtained by collecting known examples. That is the case with more classical15

approaches, such as stock market predictions based on features computed from16

automatically collected data [8]. However, in other cases, the corpora must be17
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handcrafted to establish a training base for solving certain subtasks. This frequently18

occurs with information extraction problems, where specific annotations schemes are19

defined and then extracted from plain text [9].20

These corpora are considered highly valuable resources nowadays, not only because21

they are highly demanded, but they are also difficult and expensive to build. Hence,22

techniques have been developed for reducing the complexity of building corpora.23

Some technologies assist the corpus annotation directly, making it easier for humans24

to manually build the corpus. Such systems have applied active learning techniques to25

train a tagging model [10]. The human annotator acts as an oracle that corrects the26

model predictions and supplies sensitive information when necessary. This approach27

helps to reduce the corpus construction time since annotators can focus on simpler28

pieces of annotation.29

Even with computer assistance, the amount of human effort, the required expertise,30

and the time spent to build corpora, make this task an expensive one. Automatic31

corpus extension through bootstrapping techniques is an effective way to increment32

the corpus creation efficiency [11, 12]. Corpus bootstrapping denotes the process of33

(1) manually annotating a small subset of a corpus, (2) training a model to predict34

the annotations, and (3) using that model to automatically annotate the remaining35

collection. This process can be repeated incrementally as long as the required quality36

is ensured by some validation estimator. Even with low-performance systems, this37

strategy is valuable if error correction is faster than manual annotation.38

As with any automatic processing technique, there is a trade-off between quality39

and efficiency that needs to be balanced. On the one hand, manual expert annotation40

of the corpus should achieve the highest quality at the expense of efficiency. On the41

other hand, automatic annotation allows a quicker annotation, but is sensitive to42

overfit the initial collection and not generalize well to unseen situations. The use of43
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fine-tuned machine learning models can help to address this issue, but there is no44

out-of-the-box solution.45

1.1. Ensemble Methods46

Ensemble methods are designed to address the low bias / high variance problem47

exhibited by most machine learning models, making them suitable for producing more48

robust classifications [13]. An ensemble model is made of several low bias models49

whose predictions are combined to produce a final prediction. The main assumption50

is that the combination of the low-level predictions will produce an output with a51

lower variance while keeping a low bias. Having a diverse set of low-level models is a52

key feature to achieve this [14].53

The multi-hypothesis nature of ensemble models ensures that, if fine-tuned, it will54

perform better than any of the individual models in the general case. This also allows55

them to estimate the degree of confidence or quality of the predictions they output.56

Classic ensembling techniques include voting and weighted-voting [15], boosting [16],57

and bagging [17].58

In a classification problem, voting produces as output the label that achieved the59

majority of votes, treating each low-level model prediction as a vote. Weighted-voting60

works just like voting, but each low-level model is assigned a weight that indicates61

the importance of its votes. The label with the highest cumulative score is returned62

as output. Boosting runs an iterative process where models are trained sequentially,63

each one trying to improve its performance in the training examples that the previous64

models performed the worst. During this process, each sub-model is also assigned a65

score that weights the importance of its prediction. Bagging trains each sub-model66

in a different selection (with replacement) of the original training examples. This67

way, a model with a high variance should produce trained models with high diversity.68
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"Cancer is a group of diseases"Reference annotation:
"Cancer is a group of diseases"Output annotation:

TP
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FP
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Figure 1: Classification of the annotations generated by a NER model according to a reference

annotated version. TP, TN, FP, and FN stand for True Positive, True Negative, False Positive,

and False Negative, respectively.

Alternatively, feature bagging works similarly by selecting a subset of the features69

instead of the training examples, causing correlated features to be analyzed separately70

in some sub-models.71

While this works well for standard classification problems [18, 19], more complex72

corpora require additional factors to be taken into account. For example, information73

extraction tasks such as NER require a wider definition of what is being “voted” by74

each sub-model and what should be reported as output. The NER task consists of75

locating entities within the text by extracting spans of text and then assigning a76

label to them. Overlapping entities with different labels produced by two sub-model77

might imply that either the two entities are returned, or only one of them, or even78

neither of them. Figure 1 shows how the annotations generated by a NER model are79

classified into four categories according to a reference annotated version.80

Some models might have better accuracy at predicting a certain type of entity81
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than others, and therefore, the weighted-voting should not be done uniformly across82

all the different types. Advances in this area suggest that models should be weighted83

independently for each entity class in order to obtain a better performance [20].84

1.2. Scenario for Ensembling85

Many information extraction competitions (e.g., eHealth-KD1, IberLegal2, and86

CAPITEL3, at IberLEF 20204) are hosted every year to encourage the research87

community to produce new state-of-the-art results in the area. These competitions88

allow the coordination of different systems to solve the same problem by defining89

an evaluation corpus and a set of input and output specifications shared by all90

systems. This turns each competition into a source of different annotated versions of91

their corpora. By ensembling these results, the original corpus of the competition92

can be extended and used as additional training resources in future versions of the93

competition, which may have a positive impact on the performance of the participating94

systems.95

The eHealth-KD 2019 (or eHealth-KD v2 [21]) corpus, is a noteworthy example96

of information extraction related corpora available in the literature [22]. It is made97

of three types of annotations: entities, relations, and attributes, all of them manually98

annotated in a collection of Spanish sentences from the medical domain. The corpus99

was used as the main evaluation scenario for the eHealth Knowledge Discovery100

Challenge at IberLEF 2019 (eHealth-KD 2019 for short) [23]. In the challenge,101

participants were asked to automatically annotate a set of plain text sentences with102

1https://knowledge-learning.github.io/ehealthkd-2020/
2https://temu.bsc.es/iberlegal/
3https://sites.google.com/view/capitel2020
4https://sites.google.com/view/iberlef2020/home
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the corresponding annotation scheme (attributes were excluded from the scope of103

the challenge). Different systems were submitted and ranked according to their104

performance in a gold standard collection. The participants were provided with a set105

of 8 700 additional untagged sentences that were merged with the actual test collection.106

As a result, a collection with several different versions of the same automatically107

annotated sentences was obtained. A critical ensembling of these versions can be108

used to automatically extend the previous corpus with a higher performance than109

simply using the winning model.110

This paper’s goal is to design and validate an ensembling strategy to automatically111

extend Knowledge Discovery corpora, particularly oriented toward NER and relation112

extraction tasks, from the systems’ outputs. This type of corpora extension resembles113

an improved way of doing corpus extension through bootstrapping: instead of using a114

single model to annotate the unlabeled sentences of a corpus, the predictions (outputs)115

of several models are ensembled to produce a single, more robust, annotated version.116

In this line, the eHealth-KD 2019 challenge was taken as a case of study, resulting117

in the automatic annotation of a collection of 8 000 sentences [24]. The results are118

compared against both classical voting systems as well as automatic learning models119

according to their performance in the original evaluation scenarios. An upper bound120

of the performance that can be achieved by only merging the submissions of the121

challenge is presented. Additionally, the ensembling pipeline presented in this paper122

was used as a system in the 2020 edition of the eHealth-KD challenge [25] by one123

of the participating teams [26]. The team designed several deep-learning models to124

solve the challenge and ensembled them to produce a final submission.125

The specific contributions of this research are as follows:126

• The introduction of ensemble methods for corpora extension as a better al-127
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ternative to classic corpus bootstrapping. The main advantages are reducing128

the bias towards a particular architecture or set of rules and providing richer129

information on the quality of the final corpus.130

• The definition of an ensembling pipeline that works directly on the system131

outputs rather than on the systems themself. The main advantage is allowing132

the integration of any group of systems, regardless of their architecture, and133

non-programmatic annotation sources, i.e., human annotations.134

• The automatic extension of the eHealth-KD v2 corpus [21], a manually annotated135

corpus of Spanish language sentences in the health domain. The newly annotated136

sentences are publicly available as the eHealth-KD 2019 ensembled corpus [24]137

• Comparison of the performance of several ensembling techniques in a particular138

corpus and the study of the additional quality metrics obtained from extend-139

ing the corpus using ensembling methods rather than classical bootstrapping140

methods.141

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides relevant142

details on the eHealth-KD challenge and its corpus. Section 3 presents the ensembling143

pipeline proposed in this paper, along with the different ensembling techniques it144

includes. Section 4 shows the results of evaluating the ensembler, along with the145

most promising strategies found. Additionally, it provides some statistics about the146

collection of sentences that resulted from ensembling the eHealth-KD challenge’s147

submissions. Section 5 discusses the most relevant aspects of the whole research.148

Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions, along with future lines of work.149
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2. Related Work150

This section provides further information on the eHealth-KD challenge and its151

corpus. The methods presented in this paper were directly applied and evaluated in152

the resources provided by the challenge.153

2.1. eHealth-KD Challenge and Corpus154

The eHealth-KD challenge hosted at IberLEF proposes a set of resources and155

evaluation scenarios to encourage the development of systems for the automatic156

extraction of knowledge from unstructured text. Both the relevant entities and157

the relations between them that occur in plain text documents are asked to be158

identified. The F1 score is used as the main evaluation metric. Both partial matching159

of annotations and label misclassification are considered.160

Figure 2 shows an example annotation of three sentences. Each entity annotation161

is identified by its span of text, i.e., the position that the entity holds in text. Each162

relation annotation is identified by the pair of entities it relates. Four types of entities163

are defined: Concept, Action, Predicate, and Reference. The annotation scheme has164

also 13 types of relations. Entity and relation representations match the specification165

described in Section 3.2.166

The challenge had the participation of 10 different contestant systems. Three167

evaluation scenarios were developed, each one oriented toward entity detection, relation168

extraction, or both tasks. The main scenario (Scenario 1) asked participants to output169

both the entities and relations present in a collection of plain text sentences. The170

entity detection task (Scenario 2) asked participants to find and label only the relevant171

entities present in a collection of sentences, and, therefore, relation annotations were172

ignored. For the relation extraction task (Scenario 3), both the sentences and entities173

were given to the participants for them to output the relations occurring between174
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El asma es una enfermedadque afecta las vías respiratorias.

Con Concept Action Con Concept
is-a

targetsubject

1

La exposición prolongadaal sol en verano provoca daños en la piel.

Action Concept Con Concept Action Con
in-context target

target
in-time

causes

2

Esta afecta principalmentea las personas mayores de 60 años.

Ref ++ Action Concept Pred C Con
subject domain

argtarget

3

Figure 2: Example annotation of three Spanish sentences. The annotation shows the most relevant

entities and relations defined.

them. A total of 32 successful submissions were made to Scenario 1, 48 to Scenario 2,175

and 48 to Scenario 3.176

Each scenario is made of 100 sentences, for a total of 300 sentences with a177

human-annotated equivalent. A set of 8 700 additional sentences was added to the178

evaluation sentences of Scenario 1. Though these sentences were not used to measure179

the performance of the participant (since no reference annotation was available for180

them), this enforced participants to provide an automatically annotated version of181

the sentences while also discouraging them to manually annotate the test collection182

to cheat the evaluation system.183

The ensembling pipeline presented in this paper can be applied to make use of the184

different versions5 of the 8 700 non-gold-annotated sentences to automatically extend185

5https://github.com/knowledge-learning/ehealthkd-2019/tree/master/data/
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the corpus. These versions consist of the submissions made by the contestants to the186

additional sentences included in the test collection.187

3. Method188

This section presents our ensembling pipeline (also referred to as “the ensembler”),189

its input, the set of algorithms and parameters it has available to select from, the190

optimization algorithm used to find the best configuration, and an upper bound of191

ensemble-based method’s performance. Section 3.1 provides a general overview of the192

ensembling pipeline. Section 3.2 describes the input expected by the ensembler, along193

with the requirements imposed on it. Section 3.3 presents the pool of algorithms that194

the ensembler has available to select from, along with their parameters. Section 3.4195

describes how to build a fake annotation system, called the “Oracle Ensembler”, to196

obtain an upper bound of the performance obtained by ensembler systems based197

only on other systems’ outputs. Finally, Section 3.5 defines an agreement metric198

to enhance the information about the collections that result from the ensembling199

pipeline.200

3.1. Overview201

The ensembling pipeline takes as input a collection of different annotated versions202

of a document and produces a single annotated version of it (de). A key feature of the203

ensemble is its ability to work directly with different versions of a document rather204

than with the program or individual who generated it. The particularities of the205

input expected by the ensembler are described in Section 3.2.206

submissions/all
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Optimization
Procedure

 
Handcrafted
rules-based
algorithms

 …
 Expert + Max + Majority
 Uniform + Aggregation + Non-Zero
 Expert + Average + Constant-Threshold
 …  

 … 
 …
 Binary, Top 5
 …
 …
 …

 …
 …
 Best
 …
 …
 …

 
Machine
learning-based
algorithms

 …
 SVM + All in One
 Random Forest + Per Category
 Logistic Regression + Per Label
 …  

StrategiesCore Algorithms Parameters

Figure 3: Overview of the ensembling pipeline. The ensembler’s core is an optimization procedure

that searches for the best configuration according to a reference collection.

The ensembler consists of a pool of algorithms and parameters from which the207

“best configuration” is selected. The best configuration is defined as the combination208

of algorithms and parameters that generates the ensembled document with the209

highest score according to a predefined evaluation metric F and a reference annotated210

document (d∗). Figure 3 shows a high-level definition of the ensembler.211

The F1 metric is the standard fitness function to be used due to the information212

extraction nature of the NER and relation extraction tasks. However, any metric213

that scores the quality of a document de with respect to the reference d∗ can be214

used. For example, additional considerations, such as partial match between entities,215

can be taken into account depending on the use case. A macro-F1 metric can be216

applied to give each annotation type the same weight (even when some of them are217
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…cancer

𝑑0

concept

𝑑1

cancer

𝑑𝑛

action 

 

Input Collection

Weighting: uniform
Scoring: aggregation
Validating: majority

𝐹1 : 0.426

Weighting: expert
Scoring: expert

Validating: constant-threshold
𝐹1 : 0.619

Weighting: expert
Scoring: average

Validating: non-zero
𝐹1 : 0.533

cancer

𝑑∗

concept

 

Reference Collection

Figure 4: Optimization search performed on top of the pipeline configuration space. Each di, with

i ∈ [0, n], stands for an annotated version of the documents; d∗ stands for the reference version of

the document.

less represented in the whole collection). To apply these metrics, annotations are218

categorized into four classes, as shown in Figure 1. Precision is computed according219

to the number of True Positives and False Positives, which are the number of correct220

and spurious annotations, respectively. Recall is computed according to the number221

of True Positives and False Negatives, which are the number of correct and missing222

annotations, respectively.223

To find the best configuration, a probabilistic evolutionary search is performed on224

top of the space of possible configurations (algorithms and parameters). The search225

starts with a random sampling strategy, but as it evaluates more pipelines, it modifies226

a probabilistic sampling model so that pipelines similar to the best ones found are227

more commonly sampled. Figure 4 illustrates the optimization procedure. The fitness228

function is set to directly maximize the F score of the resulting ensemble according229

to the reference collection.230

The ensembler’s pool of algorithms is divided into two categories: (1) the hand-231

crafted rules-based algorithms and (2) the machine learning-based algorithms. The232
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first group contains the algorithms that apply a sequence of handcrafted rules to merge233

the different versions of a document into a single ensembled version. The other group234

contains the algorithms that train one or more machine learning models to predict,235

based on the annotations made in the input collection of versions, which annotations236

to include in the ensembled version. Section 3.3 provides the full specification of the237

algorithms that are considered by the ensembler.238

3.2. Input239

Given a set of different annotated versions of a document C = {d0, · · · , dn}, n > 1,240

the goal of our ensembling system is to produce a single annotated version de of the241

document. Each di, with i ∈ [0, n], is an annotated version of the document, also242

referred to in this paper as a system, in reference to a system that generated the243

document as output. An annotated document, in the scope of this paper, consists of a244

set of annotated sentences {s0, · · · , sp}. The ensembler explores a space of parameters245

in search of the configuration that produces the best ensembled document according246

to a reference collection d∗. That is, the reference annotated version of some sentences247

is provided, and their automatically ensembled versions are evaluated with respect to248

them using a fitness function F .249

Only entity and relation annotations are considered by our ensembler. An entity is250

represented by a pair ‹spans, type›, where spans is a sequence {‹b0, e0›, · · · , ‹bn, en›}251

of spans of text in the sentence, with each ‹bi, ei› representing the beginning and end252

of the i-th span, and type, a label that indicates the type of entity it was assigned.253

Each entity belongs to a single sentence, i.e., all their spans of text are contained254

in the same sentence. There might be overlapping between entities spans, but it is255

assumed that there is no full overlap between entities of the same type, i.e., there is256

no pair of entities with the same type that share the exact same span of text. Figure 5257
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"Cancer  is  a  group  of  diseases"
b0 e0 b'0 e'0 b'1 e'1 b'2 e'2

Entities - "Cancer": <                               >{<b0,e0>}, Concept
- "group of diseases": <                                                                >{<b'0,e'0>, <b'1,e'1>, <b'2,e'2>}, Concept

Relations - "is a": <                                                        >"Cancer", "group of diseases", is-a

Figure 5: Summary of the representation of entities and relations expected by the ensembler.

shows a sample sentence with annotated entities and their representation.258

A relation is represented by a triplet ‹Es, Eh, type›, where Es and Eh are the259

source and head entities of the relation respectively, and type, a label that indicates260

the type of relation annotated. Relations occur only between entities that belong261

to the same sentence, i.e., there are no edges between entities in different sentences.262

Figure 5 shows a sample sentence with an annotated relation and its representation.263

3.3. Algorithms and Parameters264

Two different types of algorithms are explored by the ensembler’s optimization265

procedure as presented in Section 3.1:266

• Those that pipeline a set of handcrafted rules to combine the collection of267

documents C (as described in Section 3.3.1).268

• Those that train machine learning models to predict which annotations from269

the collection of documents C to include (as described in Section 3.3.2).270

3.3.1. Handcrafted Rules-based Strategy271

The ensembling pipeline has available a set of handcrafted rules-based algorithms272

to ensemble the collection of documents C. These algorithms sequentially apply a273

combination of manually designed rules to merge the output of several information274
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extraction systems. First, the ensemble determines, for each annotation in the union275

of all input documents, which systems include it and which ones do not; we say that276

systems “vote” for the annotations included in their output. Secondly, in the case277

of conflicting annotations, the prevalent one(s) must be selected. Afterwards, the278

ensembler must decide which proposed annotations are good enough to be included.279

All of these decisions have an important role in producing the final output.280

According to this, handcrafted rules-based algorithms, grouped into the next281

Strategy Development section, are organized as follows:282

1. Vote Aggregation: Given the collection of annotated documents C, the union283

set of all annotations is built while keeping track of which system voted for each284

annotation. It is said that system i voted for an annotation r if r is included in285

document di. More details below in Section 3.3.1.286

2. Vote Weighting: The votes given by each system to each annotation are287

weighted. More details below in Section 3.3.1.288

3. Annotation Scoring: An aggregated score of the quality of each annotation289

is computed according to its votes. More details below in Section 3.3.1.290

4. Validation and Selection: A decision is made as to whether the annotation291

is kept and, in the case of conflicting annotations, a decision is reached on which292

one to keep. More details below in Section 3.3.1.293

Figure 6 summarizes the previous architecture. Several ensembling strategies294

can be generated by assigning algorithms to all previous steps. For example, a295

classical voting ensembler assigns a uniform weight to each voting system. Only the296

annotations that exceed a predefined count are reported and in the case of conflict,297

only those that achieve the majority of votes. Another example is an expert ensembler,298
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cancer 𝑑0, 𝑑1, 𝑑𝑛

…

…

Vote Aggregation

cancer  

𝑑0: 𝑤0,𝑐

𝑑1: 𝑤1,𝑐
𝑑𝑛: 𝑤𝑛,𝑎

…

…

Vote Weighting

cancer  
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡: 𝑓({𝑤0,𝑐 , 𝑤1,𝑐})

𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝑓 𝑤𝑛,𝑎

…

…

Annotation Scoring

cancer 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 = 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑓 𝑤0,𝑐 , 𝑤1,𝑐 , 𝑓 𝑤𝑛,𝑎

…

…

Validation and Selection

cancer Include annotation

cancer Ignore annotation

…cancer

𝑑0

concept

𝑑1 𝑑2

cancer

𝑑𝑛

action 

 Input
Collection

cancer
concept

Figure 6: Summary of the handcrafted rules-based strategy. All annotations are aggregated and,

afterward, a pipeline comprising three tasks decides which annotations to include in the ensembled

collection. Each di, with i ∈ [0, n], stands for an annotated version of the documents; each wi,j

stands for the weight assigned to system i at predicting annotations of type j; f stands for a function

that scores the quality of annotation type j given all the active weights for type j; best stands for a

function that selects the annotation type that was scored the highest (arbitrarily chosen in the case

of a tie) and decides whether it is high enough to be included in the output collection.

which can be implemented by precomputing the importance per annotation type of299

each system and using it to weigh the votes. The votes emitted by the corresponding300

best system are weighted accordingly, and others valued as zero. Only the annotations301

with a non-zero vote are reported and in the case of conflict, only those that achieved302

the best score.303
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Strategy Development304

The next sections provide details on each stage that takes part in the pipeline of305

handcrafted rules-based algorithms.306

Vote Aggregation. The ensembler has two ways to aggregate the annotations:307

• binary decisions, in which the ensembler considers each annotation with a fixed308

label as a possible candidate.309

• non-binary decisions, in which the ensembler has to select only one label from310

all the proposed labels for the same annotation.311

The vote aggregation phase has a critical impact on the final ensemble collection.312

Depending on whether binary decisions are made, the output will have full overlapping313

annotations or not. Binary ensembling can build collections more similar to the314

reference collection than non-binary ensembling since the output of the latter is a315

subset of the former. On the other hand, non-binary ensembling should be easier to316

tune since the final output is relaxed across all versions, i.e., at most one annotation317

will be reported per overlapping annotation, instead of multiple ones.318

Vote Weighting. Votes made by each system are weighted in two ways:319

• The uniform voting approach is the most basic strategy, in which every vote is320

considered to have the same weight. This strategy, combined with others later321

in the pipeline, can produce some classic ensembling algorithms. For example,322

by adding up the weighted votes per label of each annotation, assigning to the323

annotation the label that most systems voted for, and keeping it only if the324

score was greater than 50% of the total number of systems, a classic voting325

ensembler can be built.326
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• An expert-based weighting approach exploits the fact that some systems have327

better performance than others (according to the reference collection). The328

quality of each system’s votes is estimated using the fitness function F . Since329

systems might perform differently at each type of annotation, the weighting330

function depends not only on the system identifier but also on the type of331

annotation that is being voted. Each weight wi,j is computed by measuring332

the performance of system i according to function F while considering only the333

annotations of type j in both the reference and submitted collections.334

Annotation Scoring. Once the collection of weighted votes per label has been built335

for each annotation, all candidate labels are assigned a score. This score is meant to336

capture the degree of confidence given by the voting systems, indicating whether the337

label should be included. Several strategies are implemented:338

• aggregation scoring, in which all weighted votes are added up.339

• average scoring, in which weighted votes are averaged.340

• max scoring, in which the maximum weighted vote is returned.341

• expert scoring, in which the weight of the highest weighted system is returned342

if voted by the same, or zero otherwise.343

• union scoring, in which the maximum score (1) is returned if at least one system344

voted.345

The scoring can be done relative to the voting systems only or to the whole346

collection of systems. In the former case, the fact that a system did not vote does347

not influence the resulting score, while that is not for the latter case. This is valid,348
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for example, for average scoring, in which added weighted votes can be divided either349

by the number of voting systems or the total number of systems. Another possible350

modification to the previous strategies is to consider only the top k best-weighted351

votes, for any value k between 1 and the total number of systems.352

Validation and Selection. Depending on whether the pipeline decided to use353

binary or non-binary decisions for classification, each annotation will have a single354

candidate label or a list of them, respectively. In the first case, annotations with355

different labels are being treated as different annotations and therefore validated356

independently. In the second case, overlapping annotations have been grouped, and357

each candidate label has been scored. The selected label will be the one that was358

scored the highest (arbitrarily chosen in the case of a tie), resulting in a single359

annotation per group of overlapping annotations. In either case, the final candidate360

label has to be validated to decide whether it is good enough to be included in the361

ensembled collection.362

Different strategies are used:363

• non-zero validation, in which an annotation will be reported if the label selected364

for it has a positive score.365

• majority validation, in which an annotation will be reported if the label selected366

for it has a score greater than half the total number of systems.367

• per-label-threshold validation, in which the score for a label has to exceed a368

predefined (per label) threshold for an annotation with that label to be reported.369

• constant-threshold validation, which works similarly to the per-label-threshold370

validation but uses the same threshold for every type of label.371
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All the previous strategies are particular cases of the per-label-threshold validation,372

in which the thresholds are set to zero for non-zero validation, to half the number of373

systems for majority validation, or to parametric constant value for constant-threshold374

validation. Defining these particular cases is useful to improve the performance while375

searching the space of possible configurations, as described in Section 3.1. Some376

of these validations are oriented toward certain strategies previously applied. For377

example, the majority validation intuitively should have a better performance when378

combined with uniform weighting and aggregation scoring, since that represents a379

classic voting ensembler.380

Optimization Parameters381

The task of deciding which strategies and parameters combine the best is given382

to the optimization search algorithm as presented in Section 3.1.383

Table 1 summarizes the space of handcrafted-rules based algorithms to be explored.384

Strategies are chosen from categorical values. Their parameters are requested to the385

space sampler, which is then updated according to the performance achieved by the386

pipeline.387

In some case, the input systems are highly correlated or might belong to the same388

case study. For example, in the case of the eHealth-KD challenge, each participant389

might submit multiple systems, which in some cases share the exact same architecture390

but with small fine-tuned parameter changes. Having multiple systems biased towards391

the same type of annotations might (or might not) have a bad influence on the final392

ensemble. To deal with this, the best parameter was added to the optimization space.393

This parameter controls whether to consider only the best performing system of each394

category (e.g., the best performing submission of each participant) or all of them. The395

inclusion of the best parameter in the building phase allows the optimization algorithm396
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Phase Strategy Parameters

Building

voting binaryb

submissions

bestb

topk

selectionl

Weighting
uniform

expert

Scoring

aggregation topk

average topk, strictb

max

expert discreteb

union

Validating

non-zero

majority

constant-threshold thresholdt

per-label-threshold thresholds t∗

Table 1: Summary of the handcrafted rules-based algorithms and their parameters to be explored.

Each tag b, k, l, t and t∗ stands for Boolean, integer, list, continuous, and vector type, respectively.
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to turn it off if proved convenient. Additionally, the top and selection parameters397

were added to ensemble the top best-performing systems only or a selection of them.398

3.3.2. Machine Learning-based Strategy399

Aside from the handcrafted rules, the ensembling pipeline has also available a400

set of machine learning-based algorithms to ensemble the collection of documents C.401

Machine learning models are trained to predict the probability of a labeled annotation402

to be correct, i.e., the probability of it belonging to a gold annotated collection,403

according to the votes given to it by each system. Two key aspects are configured404

here: first, how each annotation is transformed into a feature vector and which405

model handles it, and second, which concrete model architecture is used. Figure 7406

summarizes the general structure of this strategy.407

Strategy Development408

Annotation Representation The main features for representing any labeled409

annotation comes from which systems voted for it. That means that part of the410

feature vector will hold the information of whether a system voted or not for the411

labeled annotation to be included. This is captured with a vector v = ‹v0 · · · vn›, n412

being the total number of systems, in which vi = 1 if system i voted to include the413

annotation with that label, and vi = 0 otherwise. Instead of using binary weighting,414

the importance of the corresponding voting system can also be used, this is, vi = wi,j415

if system i voted to include the annotation with label j, with wi,j being the system416

weight. Additionally, a one-hot encoded vector l is built to encode the selected label,417

this is, l is a vector whose size equals the number of possible labels, and in which all418

component equals 0 but the one that corresponds to the selected label. Using this419

information, the feature vectors and models can be handled in one of the following420

ways:421
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Annotation Representation

…cancer

𝑑0

concept

𝑑1

cancer

𝑑𝑛

action 

 

Input Collection

cancer 𝑤0,𝑐 , 𝑤1,𝑐 , … , 𝑤𝑛,𝑐

…

cancer 𝑤0,𝑎, 𝑤1,𝑎, … , 𝑤𝑛,𝑎
…

All in OneEntities & Relations

Per Label
Con.

Act.

Pre.

Ref.

Per CategoryEnt. Rel.

cancerInclude annotation

cancerIgnore annotation

Figure 7: Summary of the machine learning-based architecture. Each annotation is transformed into

a feature vector and, afterward, a machine learning model computes the probability of it belonging

to a gold annotated collection. Each di, with i ∈ [0, n], stands for an annotated version of the

documents; each wi,j stands for the weight assigned to system i at predicting annotations of type j.
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• all in one model, in which a single model is trained to handle every labeled422

annotation. Each feature vector is built by concatenating vector v and vector l.423

• per category model, in which two models are trained, one to handle entities and424

one to handle relations. Each feature vector is built by concatenation vector v425

with vector l (using the entity or relation labels accordingly).426

• per label model, in which a model is trained for each type of label. Each feature427

vector is fully composed of vector v.428

Model Architecture In the context of this paper, three classic scikit-learn6
429

classifiers were considered: Random Forest, SVM, and Logistic Regression. The430

default parameters of the respective models in the 0.22.2.post1 version of the431

library are used. The three architectures were evaluated as reported in Section 4. In432

general, any machine learning classifier can be registered to solve the prediction task.433

The task consists in a binary classification problem in which the feature vector of434

each labeled annotation is used to predict whether to output the annotation or not.435

Optimization Parameters436

Table 2 summarizes the space of machine learning-based algorithms to be explored437

by the optimization procedure described in Section 3.1. Aside from the weighting438

and training modes and the model architecture, an additional parameter “best” was439

included. This parameter controls whether to use all systems or only the best one440

per category. Binary voting is used in this situation for vote representation to fit the441

learning systems requirements.442

6https://scikit-learn.org/
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Phase Strategy Parameters

Building submissions bestb

Weighting
uniform

expert

Model

SVM

Random Forest

Logistic Regression

Training

all in one

per category

per label

Table 2: Summary of the space of machine learning-based algorithms to be explored. Tag b stands

for boolean.
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3.4. Upper Bound443

Though ensemble methods are a great way to improve the performance of individual444

systems, the diversity of those systems plays a key role in the quality of the final445

results. There is a limit to what an ensemble method can achieve based on its446

subsystem. To obtain an upper bound of the performance that the best ensembling447

method can achieve, an oracle ensembler can be built.448

The oracle ensembler consists in an algorithm that always makes the correct choice449

on which voter to trust. That means that for a given annotation, even if only one450

system voted for the inclusion of the annotation, or only one system voted for the451

exclusion of the annotation, the oracle ensembler will trust it if doing so is the right452

decision according to the reference collection. As a consequence, every annotation453

present in the reference collection that was identified by at least one system will be454

included. On the other hand, annotations that were not detected by any subsystem455

will not be included. Only if all subsystems vote for the inclusion of an annotation456

not present in the reference collection, a spurious annotation will be reported.457

It only makes sense to build such an ensemble for comparison purposes, since458

it requires a gold annotated sentence to make a prediction on that same sentence,459

which means that it will solve a problem already solved. Section 4 shows the obtained460

upper bound of the performance of any ensembling system based only on the previous461

submissions of the eHealth-KD challenge can obtain.462

3.5. Quality Measures463

The use of ensembling methods to produce a single merged version from different464

versions of a document allows computing an agreement metric to further enhance the465

information available on the quality of the final result. Though this condition is not466

determinant in the quality of the resulting ensemble (since part of the performance467
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of ensemble methods comes from the diversity of their subsystems), the agreement468

between annotations estimates the confidence in the final document. Sentences that469

have a higher agreement are probably easier to annotate. That means that a corpus470

made of those sentences is more likely to be correctly annotated since subsystems471

may have achieved better performance on their own.472

To measure the agreement in a sentence, the following equation is proposed:473

agreement(anns) =

∑
i∈anns | votes(i) |
N · | anns |

where anns is the set of annotations in the sentence, votes returns the systems than474

voted for the annotation, and N is the total number of systems. This metric value475

ranges from 0 to 1. The highest value is achieved when every annotation received the476

maximum number of votes (N).477

4. Results478

The methods described in this paper were directly applied and evaluated in the479

resources provided by the eHealth-KD challenge. The eHealth-KD challenge provides480

a collection of 9 000 sentences automatically annotated by each participant system481

of the challenge’s 2019 edition.7 The gold-annotated version (manually annotated482

by experts) of 600 of those sentences is also available. Those manually annotated483

sentences are divided into two packs of 300 sentences, used to evaluate the submissions484

7https://github.com/knowledge-learning/ehealthkd-2019/tree/master/data/

submissions/all
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of the challenge’s 2019 8 and 20209 editions, respectively.485

In the context of this paper, the previous collections of sentences are used in the486

following way:487

• Reference Collection [300] The sentences used to evaluate the submissions488

of the challenge’s 2020 edition. Both the gold-annotated version and the489

submissions of each participant (to the challenge’s 2019 edition) are available.490

Conveniently, these sentences were selected from different agreement ranges491

(as described in Section 3.5), which means that some of them (100) had high492

agreement, others (100) low agreement, and the remaining (100) an in-between493

agreement. [27]494

• Validation Collection [100] The sentences used to evaluate the submissions495

to the main scenario (Scenario 1) of the challenge’s 2019 edition. Both the496

gold-annotated version and the submissions of each participant are available.497

• Blank Collection [8 400] The remaining sentences, for which the gold-498

annotated version is not provided. Only the submissions of each participant to499

the challenge’s 2019 edition are available.500

Three different aspects of the ensembler described in this paper were evaluated.501

8Available in the testing collection (https://github.com/knowledge-learning/

ehealthkd-2019/tree/master/data/testing) of the eHealth-KD 2019 challenge (scenarios

1, 2, and 3).
9Available in the testing collection (https://github.com/knowledge-learning/

ehealthkd-2020/tree/master/data/testing) of the eHealth-KD 2020 challenge (scenarios

1, 2, and 3).
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• Quality of the Ensembled Corpus First, the ensembler was used to produce502

the eHealth-KD 2019 ensembled corpus [24], a collection of 8 000 automatically503

annotated sentences, from the Blank Collection’s sentences. Of these, 3 000504

were published in the context of the eHealth-KD 2020 challenge as an additional505

source of development data10. The Reference Collection was used as a reference506

collection for tuning the ensembling pipeline. Section 4.1 presents some statistics507

about the final corpus, including an analysis of quality metrics.508

• Quality of the Ensembling Algorithms Secondly, the performance of509

the most interesting ensembling strategies is evaluated in the Reference and510

Validation Collections. Section 4.2 presents these results in a greater detail.511

• Quality of the Ensembler Optimization Finally, the performance of the512

ensembler’s optimization procedure is evaluated. With this goal in mind, the513

ensembler was used as a system to participate in the eHealth-KD 2020 chal-514

lenge [25]. Team UH-MatCom ensembled several deep-learning architectures to515

produce an additional submission to the challenge [26]. The ensemble run ob-516

tained the best results out of the three runs of the team, except for an incorrectly517

submitted scenario. This shows that the ensembling pipeline produces outputs518

that perform better than the systems given as input. Section 4.3 elaborates on519

these results.520

4.1. Quality of the Ensembled Corpus521

In this section, the experiments applied to evaluate the ensembler’s quality in522

extending corpora are presented. The ensembler was used to produce the eHealth-KD523

2019 ensembled corpus [24], a collection of 8 000 automatically annotated sentences [24],524

10https://github.com/knowledge-learning/ehealthkd-2020/tree/master/data/ensemble
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from the Blank Collection of sentences. The selection criteria was to keep the top525

8 000 sentences with the highest agreement (as described in Section 3.5). Figures 8,526

9, 10, 11, and 12 summarize the steps applied to produce the final collection of527

automatically annotated sentences. The Reference Collection was used as a reference528

collection for tuning the ensembling pipeline. The impact of using the ensembled529

corpus as an extra source of training data for solving the challenge was tested, as530

shown in Section 4.1.3. Additionally, the performance of already tuned ensembler was531

evaluated in the three original evaluation scenarios of the eHealth-KD 2019 challenge,532

as shown in Section 4.1.4. Finally, the quality of the resulting corpus was measured533

with the agreement metric presented in Section 3.5, as shown in Section 4.1.5.534

4.1.1. Ensembler Configuration535

The ensembling pipeline was tuned in the 300 sentences of the Reference Collection.536

This means the configuration was selected from the best configurations found in the537

Reference Collection. Figure 8 illustrates the procedure.538

Instead of the F1 metric proposed in the challenge, a macro-F1 variant of this539

metric was applied in the ensembling pipeline. The macro-F1 metric averages the F1540

obtained across each annotation type. This was done to ensure that all annotations541

types were represented in the corpus. The F1 metric used in the challenge benefits542

systems that decide to ignore certain types of annotations to achieve a better score.543

For example, the ensembler shown in Table 8 that resulted from optimizing the F1544

metrics decides not to report causes, entails and has-property relations. This is not545

a problem of the ensembler but of the evaluation metric selected. The ensembler546

was able to find a configuration that maximizes that metric. The correct metric to547

be used is subject to the problem that is being solved. For example, in the context548

of a system participating in the eHealth-KD challenge, maximizing the F1 score is549
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Figure 8: Ensembler configuration. The optimization search is performed using the Reference

Collection. The submissions {d0, d1, · · · , dn} are ensembled using several configurations (E0 · · ·E4)

looking for the ensembler configuration E∗ for which the macro-F1 in the gold document is maximized.

The found E∗ configuration was used to build the eHealth-KD 2019 ensembled corpus. Section 4.1.1

provides further information on E∗.
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Figure 9: Corpus construction. The best ensembler configuration (E∗) found in the Reference

Collection is used to build the eHealth-KD 2019 ensembled corpus. All sentences in the Black

Collection are ensembled. From those 8 400 sentences, the 8 000 ones with higher agreement are

included in the corpus (C∗). Section 4.1.2 provides statistics of the corpus (C∗).

the correct decision. However, for automatically annotated corpora, it is relevant to550

ensure that all annotation types are represented.551

Table 3 summarizes the configuration that was used to ensemble the 8 000 sentences552

of the published eHealth-KD 2019 ensembled corpus. The macro-F1 metric was used553

in the optimization search to measure the performance in the Reference Collection.554

The selected configuration achieved a macro-F1 of 0.414 and an F1 of 0.616 in the555

Reference Collection. Similarly, the selected configuration achieved a macro-F1 of556

0.455 and an F1 of 0.647 in the Validation Collection. Figure 9 illustrates the corpus557

construction procedure.558

4.1.2. Corpus Statistics559

Table 4 shows the number of entities and relations annotated in the eHealth-KD560

2019 ensembled corpus. A total of 86 112 elements were annotated, 50 249 of them561

as entities and the remaining 35 863 as relations. It is noteworthy that although562
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Phase Strategy Parameters

Building

voting binary True

submissions

best False

top ∞

selection 15

Weighting expert

Scoring expert discrete True

Validating constant-threshold threshold 0.211

Table 3: Best ensembler configuration found according to the macro-F1 metric. The

ensembler configuration was used to produce the eHealth-KD 2019 ensembled corpus, a

collection of 8 000 automatically annotated sentences from the Black Collection. The

Reference Collection was used as a reference collection for tuning the ensembling

pipeline. Strategies and parameters are taken from Table 1. The collection of 15 se-

lected eHealth-KD 2019 submissions is made of: lsi2_uned/574805, lsi2_uned/575373,

lsi_uned/575160, abravo/577194, iakesg/576597, iakesg/576606, vsp/576664, vsp/576666,

vsp/576670, vsp/576671, jlcuad/577097, jlcuad/577119, talp/576647, hulat-taskAB/576454,

hulat-taskAB/576998.

attributes are part of the original annotation scheme of the eHealth-KD v2 corpus,563

they were not considered in the context of the challenge and, therefore, are not564

available for the automatic construction of this ensembled corpus. Just as the original565

corpus, the most represented entity classes are Concept and Action [22]. The most566

represented relations are target, subject, and in-context.567
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Metric eHealth-KD v2 Ensembled

Sentences 1 045 8 000

Entities 6 612 50 249

Concept 4 092 31 126

Action 1 742 13 522

Predicate 563 4 204

Reference 215 1 397

Relations 6 049 35 863

target 1 729 13 289

subject 894 5 144

in-context 677 4 975

is-a 566 3 284

in-place 400 1 580

causes 367 1 323

domain 364 1 217

argument 343 1 165

entails 167 423

in-time 165 565

has-property 159 2 242

same-as 124 467

part-of 94 189

Table 4: Summary statistics for the eHealth-KD 2019 ensembled corpus. The statistics of the

eHealth-KD v2 corpus are taken from (Piad et al. [22]).
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Figure 10: Corpus impact on a system. Two instances of the same system are trained: one using

only the eHealth-KD 2019’s training collection, and the other one using also the eHealth-KD 2019

ensembled corpus (C∗). Both systems are then used to predict the eHealth-KD 2019’s testing

collections, for which the F1 score is computed as proposed in the challenge. The system that uses

both training collection performs better than the other one, as shown in Section 4.1.3.

4.1.3. Corpus Impact on a System568

To evaluate the usefulness of the 8 000 automatically annotated sentences as569

additional corpora, a system that used such collection as additional training data is570

evaluated. Specifically, the system was first trained using only the original training571

collection of the eHealth-KD 2019 challenge and another instance of the same system572

was then trained in a collection containing both the original sentences and the573

eHealth-KD 2019 ensembled corpus ’s sentences. The original evaluation scenarios of574

the eHealth-KD 2019 challenge were used to evaluate both instances of the system.575

The F1 metric proposed in the challenge was used in the three scenarios. Figure 10576

illustrates this procedure.577

The selected system is a new baseline algorithm that was implemented and trained578
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to measure the impact of using the ensembled collection for future annotations.11
579

The new baseline consists of two machine learning models, each one responsible for580

solving one of the tasks of the challenge.581

The new baseline solves the entity extraction task as a sequence labeling problem.582

Sentences are tokenized and each token is assigned a label in the BILOUV [28] entity583

tagging scheme12. With the exception of the Other tag, all BILOUV tags are suffixed584

with the four entity types, for a total of 21 labels. Several linguistic features (e.g.,585

text, lemma, POS-tag, dependency tree label, etc.) obtained from spaCy13 are used586

to represent the tokens. A CRF [29] estimator is used to predict the sequence of587

output labels from the input sequence of tokens.588

The new baseline solves the relation extraction task by using a Logistic Regression589

model to predict which type of relation (if any) exists between each pair of entities in590

the same sentence. The concatenation of the features of both tokens is used as input591

to the model.592

Table 5 summarizes performance achieved by the new baseline, when trained in the593

original training collection only and when trained in both collections (the eHealth-KD594

2019 ’s training collection plus the eHealth-KD 2019 ensembler corpus), for the three595

evaluation scenarios. In every scenario, there is an improvement in performance596

while using the information in the ensemble collection. This indicates that there597

are new patterns not found in the original collection that can now be learned from598

the ensembled collection. More complex systems might make a better use of this599

information. A subset of the ensembled collection (3 000 sentences) is provided to the600

participants of the eHealth-KD challenge at IberLEF 2020. Participants are free to601

11https://github.com/jpconsuegra/ensemble-baseline
12https://devopedia.org/named-entity-recognition (Accessed 2020-05-01).
13https://spacy.io/
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Baseline 1-main 2-taskA 3-taskB

training 0.533 0.778 0.356

training + ensemble 0.556 0.800 0.363

human 0.727 0.861 0.735

Table 5: Comparison of performance of a baseline system when trained only on the original training

collection provided in the eHealth-KD 2019 challenge, and that trained with the addition of the

eHealth-KD 2019 ensembled corpus. The system is evaluated in the three evaluation scenarios of the

eHealth-KD 2019 challenge. A human baseline is also provided for comparison purposes.

use this collection or not. The impact of using this additional information will be602

later measured according to how the performance of their system was influenced by603

the inclusion of this collection.604

For reference purposes, the human baseline presented by Piad et al. [22] is605

included in Table 5. The performance of the human baseline approximates the best606

performance that can be achieved by any automatic annotation system. Relatively to607

this score, the performance of the baseline system when trained only on the original608

training collection provided in the eHealth-KD 2019 challenge, and that trained with609

the addition of the ensemble collection, change to 0.733 and 0.765 in Scenario 1,610

respectively. In Scenario 2, the scores change to 0.904 and 0.929, respectively. Finally,611

in Scenario 3, the scores change to 0.484 and 0.494, respectively.612

4.1.4. Estimated Quality613

To estimate the quality of the selected ensembler configuration (shown in Table 3)614

in annotating sentences and, therefore, the quality of the eHealth-KD ensembled615

corpus ’ sentences, that same ensembler configuration was used to annotate a manually616

annotated collection of sentences. The three evaluation collections of the eHealth-KD617
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Figure 11: Estimated quality. The quality of the ensembler configuration E∗ used to generate

the eHealth-KD 2019 ensembled corpus is estimated by ensembling collections for which there are

human-annotated versions. The three evaluation scenarios of the eHealth-KD 2019 challenge are

used. Those collections were not used to tune the ensembler configuration E∗. Section 4.1.4 provides

further information in this regard.

2019 challenge were used for this purpose. The sentences of those collections are618

not part of the Reference Collection used to tune the ensembler. Those sentences619

were manually annotated by the organizers of the challenge. Figure 11 illustrates the620

quality estimation procedure.621

Table 6 compares in the three evaluation scenarios the performance achieved by622

the selected ensembler against the baseline and the best performing submission to623

the challenge (TALP-UPC). Additionally, the human baseline presented by Piad et624

al. [22] is included. The ensembler was able to outperform TALP-UPC’s performance625

in all scenarios but the third one. This scenario deals only with the extraction of626

relevant relations. It has been shown that this task is considerably harder than the627

entity recognition one [23]. The results achieved by the ensembler suggest that there628
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System
F1 macro-F1

1-main 2-taskA 3-taskB 1-main 2-taskA 3-taskB

baseline 0.431 0.546 0.123 0.182 0.461 0.095

TALP-UPC 0.639 0.820 0.627 0.451 0.792 0.520

ensemble (Opt.) 0.647 0.823 0.610 0.455 0.792 0.491

human baseline 0.727 0.861 0.735 0.592 0.830 0.666

Table 6: Summary of the performance, in the three evaluation scenarios, of the best ensembler

configuration (according to the macro-F1 metric) against the baseline, the best performing submission,

and a human baseline.

is no fixed rule to follow for choosing which sub-system to trust. No model decided to629

completely trust TALP-UPC’s annotations, which suggests that for certain situations630

(present in the reference collection) trusting other systems might be a better option.631

In the long run, this rule can not be extended to the whole collection of sentences.632

The selected ensembler configuration can produce better annotations for Scenario633

114 than all of the individual systems. As shown in Table 6, this is true even for634

sentences that were not present in the reference collection. This fact supports the635

idea that corpora extension using our ensembling pipeline produces better results636

than corpora extension through bootstrapping (since the latter would use only the637

output of the best performing system, TALP-UPC in this case).638

14Scenario 1 is considered the main evaluation scenario of the challenge and includes both tasks

(the entity and relation extraction tasks).
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4.1.5. Sentence Agreement639

As explained in Section 3.5, the use of ensembling methods to produce a single640

merged version from different versions of a document allows computing an agreement641

metric to further enhance the information available on the quality of the final result.642

In this section, the agreement on each eHealth-KD ensembled corpus’ sentence is643

computed. Then, it is shown that there is a relation between the agreement of the644

sentences in a corpus and the quality of its annotations. Figure 12 illustrates this645

procedure.646

Figure 13 shows the number of sentences in the collection per agreement range.647

Only one system per participant was considered to do this measure. This is done to648

avoid biasing the results toward a specific participant if they submit a large number of649

similar systems. Most sentences had an agreement around 0.2 and 0.3, which means650

that in most sentences only 20− 30% of the sub-systems agreed. This reveals how651

difficult it is to get an agreement among many knowledge discovery systems.652

Figure 14 shows the performance, of the ensembler configuration used to build the653

eHealth-KD ensembled corpus, in different subsets of the Reference and Validation654

Collections as the number of sentences increases, sorted by ascending (and descending)655

agreement. As expected, as the number of sentences increases, the collections with656

higher agreement tend to perform better than those with a lower agreement. This657

shows that the agreement metric unlocked by the ensembler can be used to estimate658

and control the quality of a collection of sentences for which there is no available659

human-annotated version. The sentences published in the eHealth-KD 2019 ensembled660

corpus [24] are sorted by agreement so that the top agreement sentences can be easily661

filtered. The explicit agreement of each sentence is also provided.662
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Figure 12: Sentence agreement. The agreement of all sentences in the Reference Collection and

Validation Collection is computed. Such analysis shows that subsets of sentences with a higher

agreement tend to have a higher F1 score. This fact allows using the agreement of the sentences

in the eHealth-KD 2019 ensembled corpus to control its quality. Section 4.1.5 provides further

information in this regard.
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Figure 13: Number of sentences (in the eHealth-KD 2019 ensembled corpus) per agreement range

between submissions. The histogram is shown in orange. The cumulative distribution is shown in

blue.
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Figure 14: F1 achieved by using only the top k sentences with higher or lower agreement respectively.

The reference (top higher) and reference (top lower) lines use the sentences in the Reference

Collection. Similarly, the validation (top higher) and validation (top lower) lines use the

sentences in the Validation Collection. The (top higher) lines show the F1 achieved by selecting

only the top x sentences with higher agreement. Similarly, the (top lower) lines show the F1

achieved by selecting only the top x sentences with lower agreement. As the number of sentences

decreases, the collections with a higher agreement have their F1 increased while the collections with

a lower agreement have their F1 decreased.
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4.2. Quality of the Ensembling Algorithms663

The ensembling pipeline presented in this paper was directly applied to the Blank664

Collection of sentences.15 The ensembler was tuned in the Reference Collection and665

validated in the Validation Collection.666

Table 7 summarizes the performance obtained by several ensembler configurations667

in the Reference Collection and the Validation Collection. Additionally, both the668

baseline annotation algorithm and the submission that achieved the best score in669

the challenge [23] (TALP-UPC [30]) are included at the start of the table. Also,670

the oracle ensemblers are added at the end of the table for comparative purposes671

(e.i., they provide an upper bound of the performance that can achieve a perfect672

ensembler). Both the binary and non-binary version of the oracle ensemble achieve673

the same approximate result.674

The system that resulted from optimizing the combination of handcrafted strate-675

gies achieves a slightly better performance than by only using the highest scored676

submission (0.650 and 0.639, respectively). Table 8 summarizes the architecture of677

the best combination found. The use of expert information through the inclusion678

of expert weighting over uniform weighting resulted in an important improvement.679

The optimization algorithm ran for about 500 generations of 10 individuals before680

finishing due to no-improvement early stopping.681

Most automatic learning systems achieved a superior performance in the Reference682

Collection than in the Validation Collection. This was expected since weights were683

directly optimized to maximize the performance in the training collection, i.e., the684

Reference Collection. Additional considerations were made to measure their general-685

ization capability, like using a “leave one out” cross-validation process. The validation686

15https://github.com/jpconsuegra/ensemble-kd2019
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System Strategy Ref. Val.

Source
baseline 0.355 0.431

TALP-UPC 0.605 0.639

Handcrafted

majority 0.426 0.486

union 0.357 0.377

optimization 0.619 0.650

Learning

all in one RF 0.672 0.622

per category RF 0.675 0.626

per label
SVM 0.635 0.623

LR 0.607 0.640

Oracle
best 0.810 0.843

all 0.834 0.873

Table 7: Summary of the performance of some relevant ensembler configurations. The baseline

algorithm and the best performing submission to the challenge are included at the beginning of the

table. Column Ref shows the F1 score achieved in the Reference Collection. Column Val shows

the F1 score achieved in the Validation Collection after configuration selection. The strategy labeled

as optimization corresponds to the ensembler configuration that resulted from exploring the space

of handcrafted rules to find the optimal configuration according to the F1 metric (shown in Table 8).

RF, SVM, and LR stand for Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, and Logistic Regression,

respectively.

revealed that indeed their performance was overestimated. The best and weighting687

variations did not have a significant impact on the best performing learning systems,688

though the inclusion of expert weighting produced a slightly positive improvement.689

The performance achieved by the oracle ensemblers provides an upper bound of690
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Phase Strategy Parameters

Building
voting binary True

submissions best False, top 6

Weighting expert

Scoring expert discrete True

Validating constant-threshold threshold 0.211

Table 8: Best ensembler configuration found in the space of handcrafted rules according to the

F1 metric. The Reference Collection was used for tuning the ensembling pipeline. Strategies and

parameters are taken from Table 1.

the performance that can be achieved by any ensembling method that relies only on691

the information contained across all the submissions to the eHealth-KD 2019 challenge.692

The oracle ensembler that considers all submissions achieves a performance of 0.873693

in the Validation Collection. This means that it is impossible to correctly annotate694

13% of the Validation Collection based on the voting models. Relatively to this score,695

the ensembler that resulted from the optimization process reaches approximately 74%696

of the total capacity. This shows that there might not be any set of consistent rules697

to decide which model votes to trust in each case.698

4.3. Quality of the Ensembler Optimization699

Team UH-MatCom designed and trained four deep-learning models in the 2020700

edition of the eHealth-KD challenge [26]. Two of the four trained models were701

submitted to the challenge. Additionally, the ensemble method described in this702

paper was applied to produce a third run.703

The best found ensembling pipeline for Scenario 2 and Scenario 3 was to use the704
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System 1-main 2-taskA 3-taskB 4-transfer

top performance 0.666 0.825 0.633 0.584

run 1: cnet 0.552 0.792 0.306 0.367

run 2: deptree 0.395b 0.795 0.545 0.138b

run 3: ensemble 0.557 0.795 0.005 0.373

baseline 0.395b 0.542b 0.131b 0.138b

Table 9: Summary of the performance (F1) achieved by the system of team UH-MatCom across

the three runs of the eHealth-KD 2020 challenge. The best score achieved in each scenario of the

challenge is included for comparison purposes. Also, the baseline implementation provided by the

challenge organizers is included. Runs that use the baseline solution are marked with “b”.

automatic learning rules, with a per label model configuration using a Support Vector705

Machine (SVM) binary classifier for each different type of entity and relation. Only706

two models were ensembled for Scenario 1 and 4 due to not having the corresponding707

submissions of those models in these scenarios. The best found ensembling pipeline708

was to use the automatic learning rules, with an all in one model configuration using709

a single Logistic Regression classifier for all the entity types and relations.710

Table 9 shows the results obtained by the three runs in the challenge. There was711

an issue with the ensemble method in Scenario 3 (Task B), which resulted in an712

ill-formed submission. The ensemble run obtained the best results out of the three713

runs, except for the incorrectly submitted scenario. This shows that the ensembling714

pipeline produces outputs that perform better than the systems given as input.715
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5. Discussion716

The ensembling pipeline presented in this paper is meant to take advantage of717

information extraction competitions, as a source of different annotated versions of the718

same sentences, to produce an extended version of the original corpus. This method719

responds to corpus bootstrapping, the technique in which a corpus is automatically720

extended using programmatic instructions. The use of ensembling techniques instead721

of using a single version has several advantages, such as: reducing the bias towards722

a particular architecture or set of rules and providing richer information about the723

quality of the resulting corpora. The effectiveness of the proposed method in achieving724

these goals was evaluated in Section 4.725

Since the ensembler presented in this paper works directly on the annotations726

instead of working with the algorithms, it allows the integration of any group of systems727

independently of their architecture. As long as they share the same annotation scheme728

(which specifies the possible labels of entities and relations and the lexicographic729

rules of the tokens), there is no need for them to share the same intermediate steps,730

architecture, or resources. That turns scientific competitions into an opportunity for731

automatic corpus extension since all the submitted systems share the same annotation732

scheme.733

Another advantage that derives from working directly on the outputs, is that734

the ensembler can be used to combine non-programmatic sources of annotations, i.e.735

human annotations. This advantage is especially relevant when there is no initial736

collection of labeled data that can be used to train learning models. Unlike algorithms,737

humans can begin annotating documents from the specification of an annotation738

scheme. By evaluating their performance on a small trial collection, the ensembling739

pipeline can measure the quality of their annotation as it would with computer systems.740
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Future annotations made by the same person can be intelligently combined with other741

annotated versions of the same document to produce an improved variant. This way,742

people from all around the world can collaborate with the construction of corpora by743

incrementally providing their own manually annotated versions of arbitrary subsets744

of the corpus under construction. This reduces the need for expertise or supervision745

of the annotation task, since the ensembler can be used as a way to regularize the746

annotation quality. Applying such a mechanism constitutes an important step into747

the crowdsourcing corpora annotation, since more people can contribute with a little748

supervision.749

Compared to active learning techniques, the ensembling approach does not require750

expert knowledge, but instead it takes advantage of having numerous sources of751

information to build the corpus, although they may not be completely accurate. The752

precision is regulated by the quality of the systems involved in the annotation and753

the coverage that the creator of the corpus wishes to give to the corpus. Most of the754

current research in active learning field involves finding the best method to choose755

the samples to be asked to a human oracle. The ensembling pipeline applied for756

crowdsourcing allows the annotation of arbitrary amounts of data given the softer757

restriction on quality and the higher availability of pseudo-oracles.758

6. Conclusions and Future Work759

This paper discusses several strategies for building an ensembling pipeline oriented760

toward NER and relation extraction tasks. Using an optimization search algorithm,761

the space of possible ensemblers that can be built with the given strategies is explored762

to find the optimal configuration for a concrete corpus. The eHealth-KD v2 corpus [22]763

was taken as a case of study, resulting in the automatic annotation of the relevant764

key phrases and relations present across 8 000 sentences. The submissions presented765
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in the eHealth Knowledge Discovery Challenge at IberLEF 2019 were used as the766

only source of votes (no additional voting models were trained). The experiments767

show that the collection of ensembled sentences contains information that can be768

used by learning algorithms to improve their performance in the original eHealth-KD769

tasks. This fact encouraged the distribution of the collection as an auxiliary training770

corpus in the 2020 edition of the eHealth-KD challenge. Since error correction in the771

eHealth-KD corpus is faster than manual annotation, further progress can be made772

now in extending it. The agreement metric computed for the sentences was shown773

to hold information about the quality of the annotation. Additionally, the results774

show that the ensembling pipeline produces more accurate outputs than the systems775

it takes as input. This kind of ensembling technology can be used to produce highly776

competitive information extraction systems.777

Since the ensembling techniques discussed in this paper rely only on the resulting778

annotations and not on the systems themselves, these methods can be used to assist779

crowd annotation of NER and relation extraction related corpora. Large collections780

of corpora can be annotated by multiple individuals with overlapping annotations. A781

smaller collection of gold annotated sentences can be built to estimate the quality of782

each annotation. The ensemble system will then be asked to find the best way to783

combine the different votes to obtain a more accurate corpus. As major future work784

we plan to study the application of machine learning techniques to deal with corpora785

bias during the ensembling procedure to obtain a impartial version of it.786
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